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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN FATIMA,
PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Dear children,

In this time of planetary transition, some consciousnesses that serve My Son offer themselves to
support, together with the most vulnerable and unprotected, the cross that many souls receive, a
weight that is imposed upon them so that they cannot walk freely. That weight has to be transmuted
by some, so that the most vulnerable and unprotected may have the Grace of being freed from
oppression.

Therefore, this is a time of unknown Armageddon, this is a time in which everything is allowed so
that souls define which path they will choose in the time to come.

The relief of the cross of the neighbor opens a silent spiritual door through which the Divine can
work to rescue and save the most oppressed.

In this cycle, faced with the great debt of this world, the Divinity needs sacrificed and selfless hearts
that are capable of accepting something that does not correspond to them on their spiritual path.

That offer is accepted attentively by the Heavens because it opens the darkest spaces for the angels
of God so that Eternal Light can enter and so that this same Light can transmute and transform the
most adverse situations and conditions in which the most oppressed souls are.

For this reason, dear children, offering to support and sustain this silent task means more than
saying yes so that everything may be resolved. This represents the culminating moment in which
Mercy will be able to act instead of Justice and thus rescue the hearts that are imprisoned.

All it takes is being attentive to the call of the Higher Universe.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you, 

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace


